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ABSTRACT

Labor shortages have shaped many industries over the past several years, with hospitality experiencing one of the largest rates of attrition. Workers are leaving their jobs for a variety of reasons, ranging from burnout and work intensification to a lack of meaningful employment. While some literature maintains that labor-replacing automation is poised to bridge the shortages, we argue there is an opportunity for technology design to instead improve job quality and retention. Drawing on interviews with unionized guest room attendants, we report on workers’ perceptions of a widely-used algorithmic room assignment system. We then present worker-generated design ideas that adapt this system toward supporting three key facets of wellbeing: self-efficacy, transparency, and workload. We argue for the need to consider these facets of wellbeing through design across the service landscape, particularly as HCI attends to the impacts of AI and automation on frontline work.
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1 INTRODUCTION

It’s not a hotel without housekeeping! ★☆☆☆☆

“No room service whatsoever – I had to make my own bed, use the same old towels for a week, and clean the room myself. I couldn’t even find anyone in the hall to ask for toilet paper, what the hell is that? What’s the point of going to a hotel if you need to do everything yourself just like home? I don’t need this stress when I’m on vacation.”

Once an anomaly, guest reviews like the one above have become all too common in the hotel industry. As housekeeping has been reduced from daily service – and sometimes eliminated entirely during guests’ stays – rooms are left with overflowing trash bins, messy beds, and unchanged towels [69]. Behind this scene are a multitude of factors. The compounded effects of the pandemic and workplace fissuring have led workers across industries to drop out of the workforce to care for their families, or leave traditional employment structures in favor of more flexible gig arrangements [4, 14, 88]. Complications from long-COVID symptoms have put an estimated 4 million people out of work [9]. Still others suffer from burnout and intolerable workplace conditions [52]. Though the pandemic has exacerbated labor shortages in many sectors, data from the US Department of Labor shows the hospitality industry is among the most affected [86].

While many hotel properties have reduced services, some have also begun to adopt technologies toward more permanent service changes. For instance, leading hotel chains recently replaced full front-desk staff with “ambassadors” that help guests navigate digital
check-in kiosks [24]. In the unique context of high-touch, face-to-face service work, the literature is in a moment of divided opinions on how workplace technologies should bridge the shortages [27, 79]. Some insist that automation will replace or enhance routine tasks performed by workers [8, 29, 38, 39] and eliminate the current worker shortage [66]. Others suggest that the seemingly low-hanging fruit of replacing routine tasks will be a slow and contested process—particularly in the service-dominated hospitality sector [8, 10, 35].

There are unfortunately few empirical studies of automation technology in hospitality [27]. Existing surveys of the current technology landscape in the industry indicate that labor-replacing automation will face resistance, predominantly from customers [74, 75, 77, 87]. Evidence also indicates that hotel employees, managers, and customers may be more open to complementary technologies [27], systems that draw upon the strengths of both human workers and AI systems [43].

The industry’s staffing problem is critical and must be addressed appropriately. As the shortage places more demands on remaining workers, roles like housekeeping become more challenging—making it even likelier for workers to seek alternative employment. In the short term, solving this spiral may take nuanced and out-of-the-box thinking to ensure more sustainable hospitality jobs. In light of the industry’s labor shortages, we suggest that there is an opportunity for worker-centered technology design to support retention.

HCI and management literature shows that one crucial mechanism for retention is to increase a sense of worker wellbeing, which is comprised of physical, financial, and psychological considerations [55, 68]. After substantial wage increases did little to attract new workers [6], hospitality employers have begun to acknowledge workers’ unmet physical and psychological needs [32]. Technology vendors have responded accordingly, introducing thought leadership which encourages scheduling software to meet staff’s desired hours and provide adequate breaks [2], or in-app training materials to smooth the learning curve for new recruits [20].

Building upon recent shifts in the industry, we examine how worker participation in the adaptation of workplace technologies might be used to achieve gains along physical and psychological axes of wellbeing. We focus our attention on an existing algorithmic manager UpKeep1, which is widely deployed in hotels to coordinate guest room attendants (GRAs)2 and supervisors in housekeeping service. The algorithmic manager (AM) is used to order room cleaning assignments, and mediate digital communication and task allocation between GRAs and other departments. We explore the following research questions:

1. How do GRAs perceive the effects of algorithmic management on their tasks, roles, and relationships?
2. How might we adapt systems based on workers’ existing strategies to improve wellbeing?

To address our research questions, we conducted workshops and interviews to understand how UpKeep impacts GRAs’ daily service work. We learned that the app may cause increases in workload, from room assignments requiring floor changes to the additional labor of documenting information digitally. Drawing from these initial insights, we then conducted follow-up participatory prototyping sessions with GRAs, using an abstracted version of an algorithmic management tool as means to engage in more detailed discussions about their experiences of working with and through the app. We learned of existing workarounds, such as keeping backup paper records of tasks not readily visible to the app, or relying on peers to overcome access and usability challenges. Our preliminary findings reveal that technologically-mediated work under UpKeep may facilitate uneasy negotiations between GRAs’ tasks, roles, and capacity to help others. Finally, using cooperative prototyping techniques, we collaborated with GRAs to generate design ideas that adapted the UpKeep system toward supporting three key facets of wellbeing: 1) Self-efficacy, which describes a worker’s capacity for autonomous decision making, including the ability to determine one’s task flow; 2) Transparency, which describes how much context a worker has about system and managerial decision-making, and the broader purpose of their work; and 3) Workload, which describes shifts in physical and cognitive labor that are needed for various tasks. As our participants imagined ideal adaptations of the AM, we uncovered various trade-offs between these facets of wellbeing, suggesting that holistic solutions cannot be offered by technology alone.

In the sections that follow, we trace related scholarship on labor-supporting AMs, and provide brief context for the role of AMs in the hospitality industry. We next describe our methods for engaging GRAs. We report on GRAs’ perceptions of service under UpKeep, and propose worker-generated design ideas for improving wellbeing. Finally, we present future directions for AM-related design interventions that seek to advance worker wellbeing with minimal trade-offs. Taken together, this work contributes to ongoing discussions in the literature on how design research may support workers in their labor [18, 22, 30, 92] and improve worker retention in other high-touch service sectors.

2 RELATED WORK

2.1 Worker-centered algorithmic management

Jarrahi et al. establish algorithmic management as a sociotechnical concept, noting how its development is shaped by organizational choices and long-running power dynamics between workers and managers [40]. First popularized by gig work platforms, AMs are built on a tradition of Taylorism that views work performed by humans and machines similarly, by cost, speed, and efficiency [85]. To understand the emerging role of AMs in organizations, Jarrahi et al. urge researchers to move from binary questions of “replacement or substitution” toward more nuanced questions of “balance, coordination, contestation, and negotiation” [40].

Recent research has recognized the alarming ways in which AMs can undermine worker wellbeing [44, 51, 55, 60] and explores various frameworks through which to design alternatives. Unruh et al. offer a human rights based approach to technology design, beginning with a conceptual framework for understanding and improving the impact of AMs on human autonomy [85]. Park et al. describe workers’ relationship to an algorithmic human resource
management system, and discuss how their experience may be improved with increased transparency, interpretability, and human intervention [72]. Tomprou and Lee focus on psychological contracts, exploring how AMs can become more responsive to employees’ perceptions of their own and their employers’ mutual obligations [82].

Many scholars are also considering how traditional AM functionalities might be used to enforce labor protections. Khovanaskaya and Sengers trace the roots of this approach to the data-driven practices of mid-century American labor unionists, who led the first worker-centered effort to appropriate the techniques Taylorism towards advocacy [47]. Lammers et al. have since expanded the focus of AM literature to discuss how AM affordances may actively promote dignity at work [53]. WeClock, a worker-cooperative tool, was developed to employ self-tracking measures to account for invisible labor, skipped breaks, and overtime [22]. Others contribute models of stakeholder participation that help workers negotiate developments in their workplace. Lee et al. facilitate workers’ input towards their shift schedules and their views of managerial fairness, leading to insights about workers’ own preferences [55]. In previous work Lee et al. developed a collective participatory framework that enables multiple stakeholders to align on algorithmic policy [54].

Other scholars propose participatory design approaches to surface “algorithmic imaginaries” – ideals of AM functionality, reimagined directly by workers [92]. Rather than simply responding to users’ mental models of how technology already works, researchers introduced prompts to capture gig workers’ desired solutions. Because stakeholder needs can be difficult to align, Park et al. explore how to identify tensions and potential solutions for building trust between various stakeholders in the design of a human resource management system [73]. Our work contributes to this body of scholarship by contextualizing AMs in the future of work within unionized service employment, which differs from more highly studied gig contexts [92]. We similarly draw on historical efforts to use participatory design alongside unionized workers. Historical PD efforts were focused on rebalancing the scales of efficiency and quality of work life [81]. Then as now, researchers and practitioners were concerned with the deleterious effects of computer-assisted deskilling and dislocation, which were seen as extensions of existing managerial control [45, 46]. Since this earlier work, technical systems are capable of exerting even greater control over workers. We thus draw on the participatory methods first established with unionized workers, including participatory prototyping, to extend the recently waning [67] but crucial collaborations between design research and unions. Responding to the industry’s labor shortages, we draw from these literatures to elevate design goals which support worker wellbeing and retention.

2.2 Use of algorithmic management in hospitality

Various AM technologies have been adopted in the hospitality industry for the past two decades [68]. Hotels use AMs to forecast and keep track of demand, inventory, employee tasks, and hotel-wide communications, as well as manage reservations and revenue [80]. Other AMs track foods, linens, and other goods throughout the hotel property with the goal of streamlining operations [80]. Some AMs apply simple artificial intelligence, using it for monitoring, predictive analytics, and advanced decision-support towards business processes [79]. AMs are also particularly well suited to seeking efficiencies – including tracking and reporting on worker productivity – which became a cost-saving measure for the industry at the start of the pandemic [84].

In response to the current shortage, hotels are exploring how technology can help firms improve performance benchmarks to pre-COVID-19 levels [6, 76]. For instance, as housekeeping shifted to on-demand guest requests during the pandemic, hotels increased their use of algorithmic management software to keep track of customer demand [1]. Bowen and Morosan (2022) suggest ways that hotels can use automatic systems to reduce human interaction to overcome labor demands, such as by assessing and reordering for inventory management, or adopting in-room voice assistants that allocate tasks for workers [66]. However, there is substantial evidence that by focusing on psychological and physical worker wellbeing, firms can improve productivity and profits in the long term – more so than eliminating labor costs in the short term [11, 16, 49, 71].

2.3 Wellbeing amidst labor shortages

Now more than ever, hospitality workers are considering the benefits and drawbacks of employment on their wellbeing. Wellbeing is an umbrella term taken up by many scholars across various disciplines. For the purpose of this paper, we draw from labor economists Mutari and Figart’s definition of worker wellbeing [68]. According to Mutari and Figart, workers are motivated not only by financial compensation, but by the intangible physical and psychological benefits of the work experience [68]. We employ this definition, which includes: 1) intangible physical wellbeing as the minimization of injury and illness due to preventable hazards, and opportunities for rest on the job; and 2) intangible psychological wellbeing, which includes the decrease of stress and the increase of self-efficacy, such as by allowing workers’ control over their hours, schedules, and work processes [55, 68] and a sense of dignity and purpose and advocating for one’s needs [37, 68]. Finally, we note that having the power to make change is defined as a necessary characteristic of wellbeing at work, and depends on the existence of intangible psychological factors like dignity and self-efficacy [37].

It is no surprise that hospitality workers who left their positions amidst the pandemic cited burnout [26], a lack of meaningful employment [52, 61], and mistreatment by employers and customers [61]. By January 2023, 79% of hotels were experiencing serious staffing shortages [7], even as the national average hotel wages increased to $22 [6]. The pandemic has had a particularly acute effect on GRAs, with 58% of AHLA-surveyed hotels citing housekeeping as their biggest recruitment challenge [6]. The majority of housekeeping roles are performed by women, who have shoudered disproportionate caretaking responsibilities over the course of the pandemic [28] and may be more prone to leaving the workforce.

Participants in our workshops and interviews characterized additional difficulties inherent to their roles. Housekeeping work is physically demanding, there is a lot of it, and GRAs cite constant time pressures to finish their daily assignments [36]. Studies of
Late GRAs have further shown consistent and characteristic musculoskeletal disorders, including low back pain, back and shoulder injuries, and bursitis of the knee (known as ‘housemaid’s knee’) [36]. These hazards are made worse by intensifications in pace [59] since the advent of “green choice” programs, which offer guests points for turning down housekeeping. By reducing daily cleaning, green choice assignments demand more intense cleaning for checkout rooms, which are prepared for the next guest’s stay [18]. Cleaning reductions have only increased since the pandemic and subsequent retention challenges. GRAs additionally cite psychological challenges to wellbeing, including issues of workplace power [36] and the unpredictable nature of their assignments [78]. As the needs of a property change day by day, GRAs must work around trash rooms, spikes and lulls in their workload, and unforeseen requests from guests and supervisors.

In this paper, we gather input on a room-assignment AM used by GRAs, a role experiencing high rates of attrition. Despite the hardships imbued in their working conditions, the unionized GRAs we spoke to reported a wide range of experiences with making change and envisioning alternatives to increase their wellbeing. For the purposes of our design investigation, we narrow in on three aspects of worker wellbeing – self-efficacy, transparency, and workload – which surfaced through our engagements with GRAs and overlap with the characteristics of good work described in the literature. As the use of workplace AMs grows, our preliminary study highlights how such systems can support wellbeing by increasing workers’ experiences of self-efficacy and transparency, while decreasing their relative workload.

3 METHODS

This research is conducted with an international labor union. Together, we seek to understand the changing landscape of automation in the hospitality industry and to help union members design, deploy, and effectively utilize new technologies. We began our research by seeking to understand how GRAs perceive the effects of algorithmic management on their roles, tasks, and relationships. To answer this question, we collected and analyzed data from workshops and semi-structured interviews with workers. To further understand how we might adapt systems to improve wellbeing, we generated insights from follow-up participatory prototyping sessions with individuals from our workshop series.

Between 2020-2022, we conducted workshops, interviews, and participatory prototyping sessions with a total of 75 participants, all of whom were unionized GRAs identifying as women. To ensure accessibility, workshops were held in English with Spanish translation to account for different native languages. Participants were recruited directly by the union leaders and analysts on the research team. We also note that the majority of participants included in this research were heavily involved in making change in their workplaces, and had a sophisticated understanding of UpKeep. This is not the case for all GRAs, some of whom are not familiar with technology and struggle with the app’s basic functionality. We refer to participants using pseudonyms in the sections that follow.

3.1 Workshops & interviews

We began the research by conducting three 1.5 hour-long workshops with GRAs (69 total participants) to examine workers’ perceptions of an algorithmic management app (which we call UpKeep) that structures tasks and room assignments. We first inquired about GRAs’ feelings around technological change, and asked them to describe changes in their work before and after the introduction of UpKeep. We then solicited their desires for alternative future technologies [41], and ended by discussing what makes individuals feel proud in their work. We conducted a situational analysis [62] of our workshop findings, using visual mapmaking to represent the social interaction around work. Later interviews were used to probe deeper on topics that had come up repeatedly during the workshop series. For example, we asked participants what they do when they have a problem with UpKeep, and if they had ever made suggestions for improving UpKeep to supervisors or the union.

3.2 Participatory prototyping sessions

Several participants who were particularly fluent with the UpKeep technology had strong views on what they wanted to improve and shared tips and tricks viewed as helpful to other GRAs in the sessions. We invited these 5 individuals to join follow-up participatory prototyping sessions. The goal of these sessions was to learn more about GRAs’ workarounds with the existing technology, and develop design ideas to further adapt the system.

Over the span of 10 weeks, we conducted four 60-minute 1:1 iterative sessions with each GRA, in which we first discussed their needs and then prototyped bespoke design ideas based on an abstracted mockup of a room assignment AM. We drew on established prototyping methods to surface workers’ priorities and concerns related to wellbeing [19, 21, 31], a process we describe below.

3.2.1 Existing workarounds and imagining new features. In Session 1, we sought to learn about existing workarounds and design ideas. We first elicited workers’ strategies around UpKeep’s accessibility and ease of use, technologically mediated assignment workflows, and changes to their communication with coworkers and managers. Within each theme, we asked participants to suggest new features or technologies that could support them. Sessions were conducted on Zoom.

After completing Session 1 with each participant, we used Figma, a web-based collaborative design interface tool, to create prototypes of participants’ design ideas. We modified the abstracted version of a room assignment manager to reflect suggestions and ideas gathered from the sessions. The resulting prototypes were mid-fidelity digital renderings of an AM app interface, displayed in Figma.

3.2.2 Reviewing designs through their relationships with others. In Session 2, we reconvened with the same participants to show the Figma prototypes that they had generated in Session 1. To ensure participants felt their stake in the design process, we first showed individuals the prototypes that were most inspired from their testimony, before reviewing all remaining prototypes in random order. We discussed whether the prototypes might address the problems that GRAs cared about most, and explored ideal solutions independent of technical feasibility. Finally, we sought to uncover potential
The GRAs in our study have a vested interest in retaining autonomy over their work process, increasing communication with peers and supervisors, and avoiding work intensification. These desires represent workers’ broader values for wellbeing at work, which GRAs already champion in their workplaces through various means. Many of the participants we spoke to were not only union members, but serve as shop stewards, co-chairs on safety committees, and active organizers for their local unions.

Two of our participants talked about the unending support they lend to training new recruits, even helping veterans to use new technologies. One participant negotiated a $75 yearly budget for GRAs to replace their shoes that get water damaged when cleaning showers. Another made significant gains with her local to reduce the number of checkout rooms allowed by contract. These worker-led initiatives, both big and small, contribute to GRAs’ wellbeing and dignity in their workplaces. Our data suggest that making change encourages GRAs to stay in their roles, and remain engaged in bettering their work.

The prototyping sessions revealed workers’ ideas about how an AM tool might be adapted to support workers’ existing efforts towards increasing wellbeing. We identified three key themes of wellbeing: self-efficacy, transparency, and workload (Figure 1). These themes draw directly from our analysis of worker input, and arose inductively. Unsurprisingly, these themes replicate Mutari and Fitzgerald’s definitions for the intangible physical and psychological characteristics of wellbeing, and correspond closely to concepts in labor relations and economics literature that define characteristics of good work [3, 68].

Figure 1: Three interrelated themes of wellbeing that emerged from data analysis. Worker-generated design ideas may require trade-offs between each theme.

We use this framework to surface trade-offs between workers’ tasks, roles, and capacity to help others. For instance, our findings reveal how UpKeep may shift, or in some cases intensify workload in the quest for self-efficacy and transparency. We contextualize worker-generated design ideas around these three themes, and...
consider design opportunities to advance worker wellbeing in the presence of AMs.

It is important to note that due to the fragmented nature of hotel properties, UpKeep is implemented differently in different properties. Our data reiterated these differences. Some of the features requested by participants, including translation settings, may exist in some configurations of UpKeep but not others. Therefore, the ideas presented in our data are indicative of workers’ needs within (and beyond) AMs.

4.1 Self-efficacy

Self-efficacy describes a worker’s capacity for autonomous decision making, including the ability to determine one’s task flow, timing for work completion, and the right to set boundaries around work requests. Our participants reveal how UpKeep creates possibilities for increased self-efficacy in some areas, such as documenting work, while reducing it in others, like GRAs’ ability to self-sequence workflows. Before the introduction of UpKeep, GRAs would be given a list of daily assignments on a paper and clipboard, and could complete their rooms in the order of their choosing. GRAs’ ability to control their own task flow now depends on the configuration of UpKeep within their hotel properties. Some configurations retain self-sequencing functionality by allowing GRAs to autonomously order room assignments within the app. This can be important for GRAs who have developed individualized workflows, such as changing all of their rooms’ linens before returning to clean bathrooms. Most of the configurations used by our participants do not allow GRA’s to order their own assignment order, which we take as a given in subsequent design ideas. One participant describes a loss in self-efficacy when this configuration of UpKeep sends her far and wide for assignments:

**Liza, GRA, Workshop:** “[The software assigns a room but] I have another room I can do. And I do my own first. I don’t need to go far away or [to a] new [room]. So [that would] waste my time... We think we can control that. That’s only the software that controls that.”

UpKeep creates additional opportunities for documentation which may actually increase feelings of self-efficacy. Before UpKeep, GRAs reported roadblocks by memorizing complex service codes, which they relayed to supervisors and the front desk over room phones. More involved communication had to be done in-person, and required travel throughout the hotel. While workers and managers may still employ paper records, UpKeep offers GRAs several communication options that help document their tasks and roadblocks. When encountering trashed or occupied rooms that typically slow workflow, GRAs employ strategies such as logging these events as “rooms in progress” within the app, allowing them to return to these rooms later. GRAs may also rely on UpKeep to keep track of how many “credits” they have left. Housekeeping departments use the credit system to assign a certain number of points to room assignments, which are part of a GRA’s contract for each working day. GRAs use UpKeep to pace their work and track credits, and set boundaries when an assignment goes beyond the daily credit limit:

**Kate, GRA, Interview:** “I always go to the device and click the little flag and it tells me, how many floors and

how many credits as well, and then, what I still have to finish still.”

While this strategy may help GRAs to enforce visible credit boundaries, it may also increase the potential for surveillance – especially for tasks that do not affect credits within the app. Our participants reported that there are many tasks (or parts of tasks) which remain invisible or uncredited in UpKeep. These range from being stopped in the hallway for a guest request, to helping deliver supplies when housemen are short, or responding to verbal assignments from front desk staff. Participants described the undocumented labor they perform to ensure guest satisfaction:

**Dulce, GRA, Participatory Prototyping Session:** “In the rooms they supposedly already told us not to provide service, they call us anyway to get the garbage, to give them towels. Many times they remove their sheets and ask for sheet sets, pillows. We still provide service. And many times, these rooms are not even on our list. We can’t say the room is not on our list, I can’t give it to you. We have to do the extra work too.”

Participants also described how the app may not account for supply shortages, which prolongs their work. Previously, there were few avenues to report roadblocks like linen shortages; GRAs would spend time running between closets, even stealing supplies from one another to protect their room record. Now, many GRAs rely on the app’s chat function to communicate with management when an assigned room could not be completed due to factors outside their control. We heard examples of supervisors providing helpful guidance to GRAs, assisting with roadblocks. Other workers describe more oppositional relationships with supervisors, often due to the intensification of their workload. One GRA said that when she is missing supplies, she calls or texts managers directly and does not work on the room until supplies arrive:

**Maria, GRA, Workshop:** “There are not enough linens. The rooms are left incomplete. I leave them the list of what is missing in rooms, this room hasn’t been done. I give them a big list. I don’t care. They are always telling me ‘Hey Maria, again you haven’t completed your rooms again.’ The other day I had an argument with the supervisor. I said ok give me what I need to do my job. They can’t demand that I finish them. There is a problem with the linen. We are always short on linens.”

For some participants, using the app has made it easier to set boundaries around work requests with supervisors. However, due to the power differentials between GRAs and managers, most are unable to express complaints related to additional workload. This type of behavior could be understood as insubordination, and subject the GRA to discipline or even termination. One GRA we spoke to reported hesitating to even report out-of-scope problems (ex: linen shortages), describing how the task will become the responsibility of other workers who have to “run around like crazy” to ensure timely completion. To empower GRAs in communication around roadblocks and extra work, our participatory prototyping sessions surfaced design ideas which build upon the existing documentation options in UpKeep.
4.1.1 Worker-generated design ideas to increase self-efficacy. GRAs seek to feel respected for their knowledge and hard work, and take pride in a job well done. We considered how offering more options for indirect in-app documentation may help maintain autonomy over their task flow.

Participants reflected a desire for a structured way to log roadblocks within the app. For example, one participant suggested the app should offer a binary selection for whether the room could be completed or could not be completed. If a room could not be completed, a GRA could then be provided with further options to document the situation, including Guest Declined Service or Missing Supplies. When a GRA is missing supplies necessary to complete the room, she can tap to select images of all the missing items, or can add a custom field. After documenting the issue, the app will automatically organize her request for specific items into separate ticket requests, to be routed to the appropriate parties. In this way, GRAs who cannot refuse work directly can still maintain a clear record of external roadblocks. This may prove especially useful in union grievance hearings or future negotiations.

Finally, every participants expressed the desire to self-sequence assignments by ordering their room lists in UpKeep. These affordances would increase GRAs’ autonomy to flexibly respond to the changing demands of their properties. For instance, issues like supply shortages may cause GRAs to step outside the AM-designated assignment flow. When situations requiring flexibility inevitably arise, a self-sequencing configuration would acknowledge GRAs as experts in their work.

4.2 Transparency

Transparency describes how much context a worker has about system and managerial decision-making, and the broader purpose of their work. Our participatory prototyping sessions revealed ideas that address two aspects of transparency: the need for transparent assignments, and the need for transparent communications.

4.2.1 Transparency around room assignments. Our participants described the importance of transparent assignments, beginning with the desire to see their whole room list at once. While almost none of the UpKeep configurations we discussed allowed for self-sequencing, many did allow GRAs to see their whole board. Only in the most limited configurations, GRAs were instead shown one assignment at a time – a configuration which many found stressful. In the often-chaotic service context, receiving their full room list each morning allowed GRAs to mentally prepare for their day. GRAs described how, by working together with management, many were able to eventually phase out the one-room-at-a-time configuration in their assignments.

However, even GRAs who were able to see full room lists contended with just-in-time rush assignments [40] as property needs changed. Rush assignments would re-organize the room list on a moment’s notice, shifting unexpected labor onto workers with little context. Participants described their stress when supervisors added rush rooms via UpKeep, as GRAs now felt responsible for their full room record. When resources (from time to linens) were already scarce, many also expressed that they could not deliver the highest level of service, which decreased their pride in the work. GRAs told us how they help each other to make sense of unanticipated and often stressful assignments within the app:

Kate, GRA, Interview: “It’s like, wait a minute, why, and then, you ask the coworker next to you, did they add more rooms to you. And we all have to figure out like wait, they just added five more rooms like what’s going on.”

Traditionally, rush room assignments were handled over the phone or in person, during which a supervisor could provide context about why extra rooms were being assigned (e.g., someone calling out sick, influx of guests due to a weather event). In many properties that employ UpKeep, dedicated supervisors continue walking the
Figure 3: Prototype of a documentation flow where a GRA reports that her room could not be completed, reports a missing supplies issue, and generates two tickets based on her request.

floor to respectfully discuss assignments with staff and make sure everyone receives the tasks best suited for them. These properties are also likely to have morning meetings during which supervisors brief workers on special events which drive room spikes. However, GRAs reported that the move to digital assignments limited their ability to discuss workload with supervisors face-to-face. To ensure the wellbeing of GRAs across properties, our sessions surfaced ideas for how UpKeep can provide the context typically given by supervisors in-person.

4.2.2 Worker-generated design ideas to increase transparency around room assignments. In our prototyping sessions, participants experimented with ideas for providing context around routine and rush room assignments. They first suggested ways for supervisors to add short notes to rush assignments, room switches, or other special requests. Kate describes the stress and confusion she feels when receiving a sudden influx of assignments. To relieve experiences like Kate’s, a GRA receiving a rush room could also receive a short communication from a supervisor which explains the last minute assignment and thanks her for taking the room.

Other participants suggested that assignments should not be added directly to the GRAs’ boards, but could instead be displayed as requests which a GRA may accept or reject. While this possibility seemed initially promising during our conversations in Session 1, our Session 2 feedback revealed that GRAs could not realistically assert in-app rejections without fear of termination. Once more, participants cited power differentials and personal precarity, but also acknowledged the necessity of supporting peers through heavy workloads. As one participant said, “There’s too much to do, and if I don’t do it, someone else has to.” We also note that assignment rejections may further exacerbate workplace hierarchies, wherein work rejected by senior GRAs could fall to more junior colleagues.

Figure 4: Prototype of a GRA’s view, showing a request for an overtime room assignment from a manager.

Participants instead suggested options for more concrete rejections, such as assignments that require overtime, which GRAs may have more choice around based on their individual situations.
Another concept participants suggested was a way for supervisors to provide GRAs with a view into the global context of their assignments. GRAs envisioned two ways to operationalize supervisor briefings through the app. To account for sudden disruptions, like a weather-related rush, they suggested an alert mechanism which could be pushed to all staff in real-time. Alternatively, participants discussed the idea of a digital bulletin board within the app, which GRAs could check for information they might receive during a morning meeting— for example, the service needs of an upcoming event at their property.

These ideas reveal that our participants want to feel partnership with their co-workers. Even when refusal is unrealistic, GRAs expect and appreciate the context that makes assignments feel like requests. Transparency in operations can help elevate GRAs’ sense of purpose when providing service.

4.2.3 Transparency around communications. Participants also suggested design ideas to improve the ease and transparency of communications in UpKeep. While using the app, GRAs are expected to input location details, to record start and stop times, and to manually input additional requests. These represent a new set of tasks added to an existing workload. While our participants experienced this work as an additional burden, it is clear that incomplete or incorrect information may result in extra work. One participant relayed how a late assignment request from the front desk negatively impacted her room record:

**Olivia, GRA, Workshop:** “I think this is the worst thing ever. Sometimes they’ll put it [the late assignment] in the iPad. Sometimes they forget it, then put it in there an hour later. So when it comes to me, it says I had it for an hour already and I just got it and I get in trouble for that.”

Another GRA described how front desk staff may unintentionally send her on double assignments, which requires extra vigilance:

**Min, GRA, Workshop:** “With the iPad, it happened to me yesterday. I got an order for room 6088. I did it, around like 12:30pm and then the same order came back, and I called the office. I’m like, ‘Why did I, why am I getting this call again?’ So this is where I think they write the call down, and don’t put it in the iPad. And then when they do put it in the iPad, they don’t remember if they put it in the iPad and they put it in the iPad again. So if you don’t remember that you went to that room in the morning, you’re going to go back again in the afternoon. That’s taking up a whole lot of time.”

When such issues arise, GRAs want more responsive communications from their supervisors. While GRAs are expected to check their devices frequently, many feel as if the results of these efforts are not regularly seen by supervisors:

**Sandra, GRA, Workshop:** “We are allowed to text our supervisors and stuff like that. Especially when we don’t have any rooms to do. ’I don’t have a room. Can you send me a room?’ And then they don’t check the device either. You know, they come at us because we are not [putting in orders how we are supposed to] or the orders we put in are wrong, but when we tell them what’s wrong it will be an hour later, two hours later, that’s when they are going to call you. I didn’t have any rooms two hours ago, but now I have all my rooms and I’m falling behind and [supervisors] didn’t check [their] device.”

Communications are further complicated for non-English speakers and GRAs who are not computer literate. Our participants, who felt relatively comfortable with the technology, explained how their peers sometimes asked for help documenting requests. They noted that typing in UpKeep can take a long time, and that using walkie-talkies is faster for certain tasks. While this workaround may overcome usability challenges in the short term, it means that GRAs have less documentation to rely on.

4.2.4 Worker-generated design ideas to increase transparency around communications. To increase transparency in communication, participants prototyped a few modifications to the UpKeep interface. To ensure accountability for messages received and seen, they suggested showing messages as sent, not received, or read by the recipient. They also suggested allowing GRAs and supervisors to flag some messages as high priority. This could help supervisors prioritize their responses to address concerns like Sandra’s, who describes the significant time sink of being left without a room assignment.

To reduce duplicate assignments and long response times, others envisioned linking chat messaging and the room ticket interface. For example, when a GRA submits a ticket about a guest refusing service, the ticket could be attached to their message to supervisors when they ask for a new assignment. Increasing the transparency of communication may be strengthened by integrating bodies of data that have been traditionally siloed, such as chat data. This may allow both senders and receivers to more easily reference common documentation, reduce the occurrence of duplicate requests, and be more responsive to high priority communication.

Participants also asked for voice-based communication. AI-based conversational agents may help GRAs save time by enabling hands-free communication, saving time for those who find typing in the app challenging. For example, a GRA can say, “UpKeep, start room now” or “UpKeep, report broken lamp.” While collapsing the UI with a conversational agent could reduce personal workload, we note that the complexity of voice-based assistance may introduce new problems which are difficult to overcome in practice (e.g., see [34, 91] for issues with CUIs recognizing accents). Regardless, these design suggestions reveal the importance of developing mechanisms to facilitate communication.

### 4.3 Workload

Workload describes the amount of physical and cognitive labor that is required to complete assigned tasks. Participants surfaced design ideas to make labor visible and potentially reduce GRAs’ workload using UpKeep.

For example, GRAs described how the workload associated with rooms where customers have checked out is not reflected in UpKeep. While checkout rooms require the most cleaning, not all checkouts are created equal. One important factor in the difficulty of a check-out room is whether the room belongs to a GRAs’ “station,” which

...
describes a block of rooms that individual GRAs are always responsible for cleaning. GRAs develop intimate relationships with their stations, enabling them to interact with return guests, clean rooms more efficiently, and take deep pride in their work:

*Candice, GRA, Participatory Prototyping Session:*
“You know, every corner, every outlet, every faucet, every linen closet, every elevator, you know it very well. And it allows you to become more efficient and effective and attached.”

Managers may use some configurations of UpKeep to assign GRAs work outside of their daily stations, which typically results in more physical labor. When working on an unfamiliar checkout room, one GRA complained that it is impossible to know when the room last had a deep cleaning, so she invests the labor to do so every time.

As daily housekeeping is not available at many hotel properties, the manual intensity of cleaning a checkout room continues to be great. One participant described her experience cleaning checkout rooms that do not receive daily cleaning:

*Sandra, GRA, Workshop: “The towels are dried and stiff like pork rinds from so many days without service. And obviously, a room like this can’t be cleaned at the same time in 30 minutes. […] The problem is when I have to clean the room, it is cleaning a room that hasn’t been serviced in four days. Those bathtubs can’t be cleaned. The bathtubs are black. They can’t be cleaned.”*

They described how with reduced daily cleaning, stayover assignments – which represent important rest points – decrease in number:

*Dulce, GRA, Participatory Prototyping Session:*
“When you see 8 checkouts, you’re frustrated. You need to be able to rest, you can’t keep just 8 straight checkouts. That’s overwhelming. So what we did is said, ‘We need two checkouts then [stayover], two checkouts and then [stayover], and we’ll be able to finish the rooms like that because mentally it stresses you out.’”

Finally, some configurations of UpKeep request GRAs to travel between multiple floors of a hotel to complete their assignments. A GRA describes the toll of pushing a 400 pound cart over several floors and wings of a large hotel property:

*Maria, GRA, Workshop: “So you have to travel carrying your cart with you everywhere. That’s the only struggle that I encountered, especially when my cart is full. And then, you know, it’s really hard. I really have a hard time pushing my cart, my back aches.”*

GRAs described several strategies to mitigate the intense physical workload. GRAs who have the option to self-sequence their work organize their workflows to maximize the stayover assignments to maximize face-to-face interactions with stayover guests. GRAs who don’t have the option to self-sequence depend on their supervisors to intentionally alternate stayover assignments between checkouts to ensure moments of rest. In some locations, recent union efforts have also phased out UpKeep configurations which automated assignments across stations, thereby reducing travel distances for GRAs. If self-sequencing is not possible, these strategies can ensure that supervisors can use a number of methods to distribute room assignments to better meet workers’ needs.

### 4.3.1 Worker-generated design ideas to manage workload

Our participants suggested a number of design ideas to better manage their workload within UpKeep. Participants experimented with design ideas that communicate the difficulty of an assignment on a room-by-room basis, and highlight undue workloads for GRAs and supervisors to see. They suggested that assignment cards could track and surface credits, room type (checkout / stayover), days between cleanings, and the estimated travel time from assignment to assignment. Assignments that are too labor-intensive could be highlighted. GRAs suggested the app could also calculate the proximity of an assignment to the end of a GRA’s shift, and allow GRAs the option to accept overtime.

In configurations of UpKeep that limit self-sequencing, participants envisioned openly representing assignment difficulty on a supervisor dashboard. Using this information could support supervisors in minimizing travel and allocating assignments to increase rest points. Participants also wondered if an AM could automatically generate routes according to GRAs’ workflow preferences, for supervisors to augment as needed. Accounting for these workload nuances would require significant buy-in from GRAs to determine the conditions of their work.

Finally, one participant wondered if an app could functionally prevent managers from over assigning checkout rooms – as dictated by her union contract. In response, we experimented with design adaptations to limit contract violations within the app. If, by chance, a supervisors’ assignment exceeds the union’s room maximum, the app would highlight the discrepancy and grays out the “assign..."
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5 DISCUSSION

Prior scholarship on workplace AMs illustrates the negative impacts to job quality when deployment fails to take worker experiences into account [12, 44, 70, 93], and suggests refractions to ensure equitable deployment [40, 58, 89, 92]. Evidence shows that increased worker voice is not only an important determinant of retention [65], but that the effective integration of technology and worker strategies generates higher productivity [50]. It is also crucial for unions to have a seat at the table when designing and integrating new technology into the workplace [50].

In this paper, we explore how incorporating worker voice into an AM, using participatory prototyping methods, may contribute to enhanced aspects of worker wellbeing. Drawing on workshops, interview data, and participatory prototyping sessions with unionized GRAs, we examine the ways in which GRAs’ experiences using UpKeep were guided by trade-offs meant to support their ability to 1) maintain control over their work processes and document extra labor, 2) ensure transparency and mutual accountability for communications, and 3) avoid work intensification. In the section that follows, we consider these trade-offs in more depth and describe how the adaptations GRAs imagined cannot be offered in isolation; instead, they must work alongside broader efforts of workplace advocacy and policy protections.

5.1 Considering the trade-offs

According to the GRAs we spoke with, work under UpKeep introduced additional tasks and under-delivered on promises for workplace cohesion. They instead imagined alternative designs that might address these challenges, and proposed “ideal” versions that included receiving immediate and accurate communication from supervisors and the ability to use their devices hands-free via AI-enabled voice assistance. They also described versions of the technology that would offer GRAs the option to accept or deny assignments, functionally limiting supervisors’ ability to overassign checkout rooms or floor changes without credit reductions. With each iteration, GRAs revealed the deep complexities of their work and relationships. Key to each of their ideas was the desire to preserve the most rewarding aspects of their jobs, which included having discretion over their own work, fostering collaboration and teamwork, and prioritizing the social aspects of hospitality work.

5.1.1 Self-efficacy vs. workload. GRAs in our interviews and workshops sought to protect their time and workload, typically hard to negotiate within the app. To do so, they initially explored the process of accepting tasks, and suggested options to reject assignments. But, later, they changed course when reviewing the resulting prototypes. Even in unionized workplaces, GRAs explained that they did not have the power of refusal for supervisor requests, especially when their employment may be at stake. As such, they recognized that even if refusal was an option in the technology, using it may incur significant personal cost.

Participants were also sensitive to how increasing the self-efficacy of some users may unintentionally increase the labor of other workers. GRAs acknowledged the breakneck pace and sheer volume of assignments under which they all labored. We learned that while workers value the ability to set boundaries around tasks they consider “not their job,” they also value helping their peers through this demanding workload. One participant hesitated to document problems that would be offloaded onto housemen or other GRAs, who would have to “run around like crazy.” GRAs were all too familiar with the stress of rush assignments handed down through the app by supervisors. While previous scholarship has considered how AMs transfer power from workers to managers [40], we note that workers are aware of how these same algorithmic affordances can facilitate hierarchical power dynamics between peers.

Our participants expressed a deep sense of shared responsibility and a hesitance to saddle others with additional work. The dynamic of teamwork GRAs maintained is duly emphasized in the workplace wellbeing literature [68]. Trust, shared responsibility, and solidarity were important to our participants; what would it mean for an AM to reflect those same values? To better understand these dynamics from a management perspective, future research could employ a participatory process with supervisors to learn how they negotiate competing priorities around managing a labor shortage, and supporting staff who have stayed on.

5.1.2 Transparency vs. self-efficacy. Participants also explored how the technological affordances of AMs could decrease the intensity of work and account for job structures as mandated by the union. Fuller documentation via an AM could be used as evidence in a
union grievance hearing, or it could be used in future contract negotiations to argue for a decrease in credits. However, while workers wish to receive recognition for the nuances of their labor, making their work more visible could create significant trade-offs. On one hand, making visible the (currently) invisible labor that GRAs do could be a first step in re-evaluating work expectations similar to a time and motion study. If the goal is to create an environment that is conducive to the long-term tenure of GRAs in order to address staffing problems, workers, their union and management will need to work together to transform jobs — not only to be more lucrative, but also more fulfilling and less physically demanding. A holistic picture of the GRAs’ workload is a necessary component of transforming the work.

On the other hand, increased transparency into every aspect of a job opens up opportunities for surveillance (e.g., tracking where in a hotel one has traveled). Though some GRAs noted feelings of enhanced safety knowing their supervisors might be able to locate them in a hotel property at any given time, these same methods could be used to monitor “idle time” [25, 42]. Scholars note how additional transparency may counterintuitively reduce workers’ performance by inducing workers to hide unsanctioned activities through other costly means [13]. Previous scholarship on truck drivers also notes how increased surveillance due to algorithmic management robs workers of not only their autonomy, but also some of the basic pleasures of their work, such as the tips and tricks developed through years of intimate know-how [56, 57]. GRAs have already lost some of these pleasures under UpKeep configurations that limit self-sequencing, a critical component of their work. Careful approaches to transparency would help AMs to lift up the work GRAs most want to be most recognized for.

5.1.3 Transparency vs. workload. Our participants were consistently challenged by limitations of time, usability, and legibility of information. The solutions they suggested revealed trade-offs between transparency and workload, particularly around communication with supervisors. For example, adding transparency to communications (e.g., read receipts, status updates) would not alone reduce the technological labor required to use these digital communications [63]. Participants’ idea of linking work tickets to supervisor chats may instead introduce the tradeoff of more cognitive labor in creating additional messaging threads.

With this in mind, one might imagine AI interventions that could automate many of the functions that are currently manual. With simple AI, for example, an AM like UpKeep could automatically record GRAs’ start and stop times, track guests who remain in checkout rooms, and self-report on maintenance issues [90]. While promising from the perspective of usability, these functions would require sensing infrastructure that exceeds the current capacities of AMs. Instead, there may be more promise in developing mechanisms to adapt AM affordances towards worker assistance, which is more closely associated with higher paid work sectors like information and medicine. Unlike AMs, assistance software seeks to reduce the cognitive load of users by automatting preferential scheduling and routine communications, and helping workers set and track their personal goals [48]. In hospitality, other mechanisms could be used to link housekeeping and operations workflows. For example, room assignments could be vetted to ensure GRAs receive proactive support for extra work, or better account for supplies across the property. Digital interoperability (beyond tracking workers) would be important to achieving these goals. However, while software management tools currently exist in the hospitality industry, many are siloed from the AMs that track day-to-day work.

5.2 Future work: Looking beyond technology

Our work demonstrates how participatory prototyping may reveal avenues through which an AM can protect hospitality workers’ wellbeing, along with tradeoffs that arise in the pursuit. Our findings suggest that an AM may be able to support certain norms which are difficult to enforce on a case-by-case basis, such as respectful assignment requests and staggered checkouts.

However, we learned that many of GRAs’ most commonly suggested changes went well beyond current affordances of the technology. Design ideas like self-sequencing did not need to be built from scratch — they existed within UpKeep already, but simply weren’t turned on in most properties. These discrepancies suggest that we have more to learn about the implementation of current systems. Further research can work alongside technology vendors and managers to determine whether the features most coveted by GRAs cost more, or whether managers themselves may also benefit from additional training on AM systems. By first understanding the nuances of AM deployment, we may also help unions negotiate how existing features are utilized.

Our future work will also more deeply explore the degree to which an AMs can realistically be adapted to enforce protections. To account for workers’ physical and psychological wellbeing more holistically, factors such as institutional oversight, new roles, additional training, other workplace technologies, and even new policies would need to be considered. Though it is unclear how much of this can be done successfully by software, participatory design methods can be used to explore further opportunities for wellbeing.

In the case of UpKeep, the goal of participatory prototyping was not necessarily for researchers to solve workers’ problems [83], but to concretize a vision of possible adaptations that continue to live in workers’ hands. Because GRAs were largely unfamiliar with the possibilities of AMs before using them at work, participatory methods proved especially helpful in the work of auditing and adapting technologies already deployed. For example, we found that by scaling research from group workshops to participatory prototype engagements, GRAs who were newer to the technology were able to learn the tips and tricks of veteran peers. During workshops, GRAs learned (often for the first time) about helpful features or workarounds discovered by GRAs who had more time to tinker with UpKeep.

As changes in the hospitality industry correspond with changes in work for service workers more generally, we highlight a growing need for increased worker participation in technology design. We believe participatory design can support meaningful steps towards achieving self-efficacy, transparency, and reduced workload for workers. The wellbeing framework shared here, for example, could help owners and managers make decisions about technology upgrades which would benefit their workforce. Additionally, participatory approaches may also be effective in helping union leaders negotiate for their workers [51] and develop new policies to support
the accountable development of AI and automation technologies [5]. These methods can be used to operationalize the existing strategies of unionized workers and supervisors, and potentially extend wellbeing protections for non-unionized workers [79].

5.3 Limitations to our work

Due to the challenges of the ongoing pandemic, which limited our access to field work onsite in hotel properties, we conducted remote interviews with unionized GRAs around a specific algorithmic room assignment tool. This means that we could not fully capture aspects of work that exist beyond the app itself. Our proposed interventions focus on UpKeep, but we were unable to understand the full context of work in which UpKeep was used. For instance, we were unable to confirm whether users’ challenges were the result of inadequate functionality, or inadequate training in accessing UpKeep’s full range of affordances. We were also unable to see how UpKeep was configured in particular properties, and how this differs from property to property. As such, the design ideas presented in this paper represent our best understanding of how worker-generated adaptations may extend the app’s current functionality.

We were also working with a limited set of participants; as our interviews were conducted with GRAs only, our understanding of collaboration between GRAs and other staff was incomplete. Another limitation of this study is that our participants represented some of the most competent users of the technology. Part of expanding the pool of participants could first include GRAs who struggle with the basic functionality, as their needs may be quite different from those of more adept users. Lastly, we note that due to the occupational segregation of housekeeping work [64], all of our participants identified as women.

5.4 Conclusion

Labor shortages have become a defining anxiety for the hospitality industry since the re-openings of 2022 [7]. While guests are left dis-satisfied by gaps in service, hoteliers are struggling to balance the needs of the operations and staffing issues. Some are experimenting with technology as a solution. The algorithmic management of housekeeping has existed in the industry for several years, but has not generally been utilized toward the aiding hotels in creating more sustainable housekeeping jobs.

In this paper, we suggest instead focusing on wellbeing in the hospitality industry may help with retention efforts where solely relying on wage increases have not sufficed. This paper presents preliminary worker-generated design prototypes that adapt an existing room-assignment AM used by housekeeping. Through our participatory prototyping sessions, we revealed participants’ values around three facets of wellbeing: self-efficacy, transparency, and workload. We learned that participants’ “ideal” designs required consistent negotiation between rewarding aspects of their jobs, and the pressures of their workload. We suggest places for AMs to support workers’ wellbeing and job quality, while also noting that improvements to wellbeing cannot be handled by technology alone. We conclude by suggesting that future participatory design research can support worker wellbeing in collaboration with hotels, unions, policy makers, and technology vendors.
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